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SUMMARY
This thesis addresses the design, analysis, and experimental validation of a high-
directivity and high coupling microwave directional coupler. The motivating appli-
cation is in broadband signal routing between cores of multi-core processors, where
the delay of simple wire interconnects introduces unacceptable latency. The perfor-
mance goals include scalability with frequency, a coupling coefficient of 3 dB, direc-
tivity larger than 40 dB, high return loss, low insertion loss below 3 dB at the center
frequency, and small footprint.
The approach to this problem taken in the thesis is a combination of edge and
broad-side coupling in a multi-layer, multi-conductor microstrip coupled-line system.
The two coupling mechanisms between neighboring pairs of coupled lines, along with
appropriate end interconnections, allow for reduced size and design that achieves
equal propagation velocities for the different modes supported by the five-conductor
guiding structure that contribute to coupling. To validate the approach, a coupler
designed for operation at 1 GHz is demonstrated to have a isolation of - 22 dB with a
coupling coefficient of 3 dB and a return loss of - 20 dB. The coupler is implemented
on a FR-408 substrate with a permittivity of εr = 3.66 and 1.17 mm and 0.17 mm
thicknesses, and a total area of 12.65 cm2. Three metalization layers are used in the
design, with edge and broad-side coupled pairs of lines on the top two layers and
diagonal end interconnects between the top and bottom lines. The coupler design is
then scaled to 3 GHz by shortening the coupled-line length, and established -24 dB
isolation, coupling of 3 dB, return loss of -20 dB, and has a total area of 6.9 cm2.
The analysis of the coupler shows that full-wave electromagnetic modeling agrees
x
well with measurements and is necessary during the design process, while circuit
analysis with built-in coupled-line models shows poorer agreement with experimental
data. A tolerance analysis shows that the coupler performance is most sensitive
to milling precision and separation between coupled-lines. Based on the measured
and simulated results, it is shown that this type of coupler can be further scaled
to higher frequencies and on-chip implementations for signal distribution in multi-
core processors, or any other application where a number of components need to be




1.1 Motivation and Scope
Couplers are electromagnetic components used for an assortment of applications with
structural variations based on a few commonly used designs. The most important
performance parameters include the insertion loss and coupling coefficient, which can
range from 3 dB (half of input power coupled) to as low as -30 dB (0.1 % of power
coupled). This thesis focuses on the design and fabrication of a multi-layer, scalable,
highly directional coupler for the purpose of increasing communication bandwidth
on-chip of a multi-core processor. The coupler is designed to operate at 1 GHz and
then only the length is decreased so that the operation frequency shifts to 3 GHz.
Microprocessors have been evolving since their first commercial release in 1971 by
Intel [14]. As consumer needs have increased to include multiple threads excuted in
parallel (e.g. running muliple programs at once), more powerful processors are nec-
essary. Instead of focusing on making one very powerful processor, multiple cores on
one processor has been discussed and implemented [13], [45]. The problem of design-
ing optimal multi-core processors has both a hardware [20] and software [14], [29], [3]
perspective and they must be compatible with one another.
Traditionally core-to-core communication was “point-to-point” within a chip, how-
ever as one can imagine this becomes increasingly slow and unmanageable as the num-
ber of cores and their connections increase. An optimal set of software commands
uses each core without duplicating jobs and minimizes the distance from required
ports, such as instruction level parallelism (ILP) [14]. There are a variety of possible
physical implementations that are compatible with the software, the most common
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of which is illustrated in Fig. 1, the network on chip (NoC) is designed to deal with
scalability issues. A NoC is an interconnect structure that contains a series of routers
or switches, controlled to optimize the propagation delay between cores as a com-
mand is being executed [29]. One of the problems with this and other designs, is
the execution time is limited by the speed of the interconnections. In the frequency
domain, the bandwidth of the NoC architecture limits the communication bandwidth
between cores.
MULTICOre visualtization
Figure 1: A simple illustration of NoC, the interconnection between cores (blue
squares). The black lines are wire interconnects, the circles are the routers/switches,
and the pink and orange are examples of possible paths for two different instructions.
In an attempted to increase the communication bandwidth of interconnects be-
tween the cores, this thesis addresses a directional coupler as a component for a
traveling-wave transmission-line based interconnect network.
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of how the coupler could be incorporated into a four
core system. The signal would propagate along an outer ring and couple to each
coupler until a control signal to the switch disabled the connection. The symmetry
of the coupler allows any of the ports to be the incident port, therefore both ports 1
(P1) and 4 (P4) can be used as the transmitting ports while ports 3 (P3) and 2 (P2)
are the respective receiving ports.
2











Figure 2: A possible layout of transmission-line couplers connecting 4 cores in a
processor. The green crosses represent switches that route the signals. The thick
black lines represent 4 directional couplers, with P1 being the input port, P2 the
through port, and ports P3 and P4 the coupled and isolated ports respectively.
A coupler used for core-core communication on chip, requires high isolation (-
20 dB) and low return loss (-20 dB). The coupler in this thesis is designed to divide
the power equally between ports 2 and 3, however the structure of this coupler is
capable of achieving coupling coefficients between 3 dB and 7 dB. This means that a
coupler with the same structure and different coupling coefficients can be incorporated
into a processor controlling the division of power along the main coupling line. This
changeable coupling could be useful to optimize the hardware and software design of
the transmission-line based interconnect network.
Other conventional couplers cannot be used for this application because they do
not satisfy all of the parameters at once. For example, commonly used couplers either
have low coupling (e.g. a single section coupled-line coupler), incompatible geometry
are not planar (e.g. Bethe-hole), narrow bandwidth (e.g. multi section), or low
3
directivity (e.g. branch-line coupler). Other couplers described in published literature
such as combinations or hybrids of commonly used couplers, multilayer couplers, and
miniaturized couplers also cannot achieve all performance metrics while remaining
scalable in frequency and being compatible with semiconductor fabrication.
Although this thesis focuses on designing a coupler for computer interconnec-
tion application, a coupler with high directionality, large bandwidth, scalability, and
high coupling can be used in a variety of systems. The introduction of a coupler in
miniaturized systems has increase the speed of signal propagation for real-time mea-
surement and simplification of the fabrication process. For example, couplers have
been implemented on on-chip measurement systems, such as a VNA [38].
1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows;
• Chapter 2 summarizes commonly used couplers and their coupling mechanism.
There are four groups of couplers based on mechanisms of coupling; waveg-
uide, coupled-line couplers, interconnected quarter wavelength transmission line
couplers (transmission line couplers) and broad-side couplers. Waveguide cou-
plers and broad-side couplers are three-dimensional structures fabricated using
waveguide and microstrip or coplanar waveguide respectively. Coupled-line cou-
plers and transmission line couplers are planar structures made from microstrip
or coplanar waveguide that rely on even-mode and odd-mode impedances and
transmission line length respectively.
None of the commonly used couplers alone have the characteristics required for
the on-chip multi-core processor interconnections. There are many couplers in
literature, some of which are discussed in this chapter, that are either miniatur-
ized, scale with increased frequency, or have optimized directivity and insertion
loss. In contrast the coupler in this thesis optimizes for all four characteristics
4
simultaneously as well as scaling in frequency by only adjusting length.
• Chapter 3 provides a transmission-line based theory as theoretical background
for understanding coupler operation. A theoretical discussion of transmission-
line based electromagnetic couplers is provided, giving both an insight into the
physical operation and a mathematical description based on even and odd mode
propagation.
The coupler in this thesis uses both edge-side and broad-side coupling in a
multil-layer microstrip architecture that is optimized for -20 dB isolation and
return loss and 3 dB coupling. Similarly to the Lange coupler, the orientation
of the four lines directly correlates to the functionality of the coupler. Several
of these orientations are discussed and the optimal connection is found to be
diagonal between lines on two different layers.
• Chapter 4 presents a specific design and experimental validation.
The fourth chapter is a discussion of the design process. This chapter includes
fabrication, calibration, design overview, simulations, measurements, and com-
parison. The fabrication capabilities as well as the measurement capabilities
restrict the dimensions of the coupler, including separation between coupled-
lines, port size, and dielectric ratios. The method of calibration SOLT is briefly
described and an overview of fabrication tolerances is introduced. AWR and
CST were used to optimize the coupler’s dimensions with multiple models. An
experimental prototype based on the CST 3D simulations is fabricated and mea-
sured data compared to simulations. In addition, a tolerance analysis is briefly
discussed where physical dimensions of the coupler are adjusted by ±5 % and
±10 %.





2.1 Summary of Commonly Used Couplers
Coupling is the phenomenon of transferring energy from one system to another. In
electrical systems coupling can either be used to perform certain functions or is viewed
as an unwanted phenomenon in the case of signal interference, such as crosstalk.
It can be used for multiple applications including near-field power transfer or in
RF electronic components. Mixers, amplifiers, attenuators, power combiners, power
dividers, refractometers etc. are all commonly used RF front-end circuit components
that manipulate signals or power by coupling. This section gives an overview of
various types of directional couplers.
Directional couplers are passive electromagnetic components with four ports: iso-
lated, coupled, through, and input port, drawn in Fig. 3. They can be fabricated using
stripline, waveguide, coax, coplanar waveguide (CPW), and microstrip. Table 1 gives
an overview of the most commonly used couplers and outlines their capabilities with
respect to coupling, isolation, bandwidth, and phase. The coupling, directivity, and
isolation can be defined as;
C = 10 log
P1
P2
= −20 log |S31| dB , (1)
D = 10 log
P3
P4
= −20 log |S31
S41
| dB , (2)
I = 10 log
P1
P4
= −20 log |S41| dB = C +D , (3)
where the coupling factor represents the fraction of power coupled to the output
port, directivity and isolation indicates the couplers capability of isolating forward
from backward traveling waves and the ideality of the coupler.
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Table 1: Specifications Behind Common Coupler Topologies. The isolation and cou-
pling follow the definitions given in equations (1), (2), and (3). [44]
Coupler Coupling Isolation Bandwidth Phase
Bethe-Hole
(waveguide)
◦ 10 to 20 dB for
single hole
◦ related to direc-
tivity and physi-
cal parameters













◦ 10 to 20 dB
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Classical coupler topologies can be divided into four basic groups based on their
coupling mechanisms; waveguide couplers, coupled-line couplers, interconnected quar-
ter wavelength transmission line couplers, and broad-side couplers. Waveguide cou-
plers (Bethe-hole, Moreno, magic T, and short-slot couplers) manipulate geometry
and apertures between waveguide lines to force interactions between propagating
waves. Coupled-line couplers and interconnected quarter wavelength transmission
line couplers are fabricated using quasi-TEM guiding structures. Coupled-line cou-
plers take advantage of the different even-mode and odd-mode velocities resulting
from these quasi-TEM modes, while interconnected quarter wavelength transmission
line couplers use their geometry to compensate for these even-mode and odd-mode
velocities and impedances. Broad-side couplers works as large capacitors, the fields
are focused in the dielectric between the two lines. A more in-depth discussion on








Figure 3: A schematic of a coupler with the input, through, isolated, and coupled
ports labeled; type of coupling not specified.
2.1.1 Waveguide Couplers
Rectangular metallic couplers are four-port components that use apertures between
two waveguides and guide geometry to create interactions between waves propagating
in both guides. Each waveguide coupler uses apertures and geometry differently, as
seen in Fig. 4. Bethe-hole, Moreno, and short-slot couplers operate using single or
multiple apertures that can be modeled by electric and magnetic dipole moments
[44] [46]. By modeling the apertures, it is relatively straight forward to design for
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a specific coupling coefficient. A magic T is also a three-dimensional waveguide
structure, however it uses geometrically orthogonal waveguides to alter the phase and
propagation of waves at the intersection of the four waveguide lines.
The basic Bethe-hole coupler consists of two rectangular metallic waveguides that
are coupled together through a few apertures at a given distance from each port.
Lets say there are only two apertures quarter of a wavelength apart at the design
frequency. When a wave is incident on port 1 (see Fig. 4a as a reference) a small
amount of the propagating waves leaks through the apertures into the second waveg-
uide. Both the coupled wave and initial wave keep propagating along the line. The
forward propagating wave coupled through the first apertures adds in phase with the
coupled wave from the second aperture and output at the coupled port. The two
backward propagating waves from apertures 1 and 2 cancel in phase at the isolated
port. Additional skew and apertures can be introduced to increase coupling, direc-
tivity, as well as bandwidth. When more than one aperture is used in the system, the
coupling coefficient will scale linearly with the number of apertures [31] [46]. This
coupler is easily modeled using dipoles or monopoles as equivalent sources for each
aperture, and the resulting S-parameters can easily be manipulated using size, posi-
tioning, number of apertures, and skew between the waveguide lines. However, the
coupling, which ranges from 10 - 20 dB, and directivity are a function of frequency.
When the coupler is optimized using skew and apertures, the fabrication and even
the realization (when skew is introduced) of the coupler becomes difficult.
Moreno crossed-guide couplers are similar to Bethe-hole couplers in the fact that
they consist of two, aperture coupled, waveguide sections. However, they have a fixed
90◦ skew where the aperture size, shape (most commonly the apertures are crosses,
however they can be slots as shown in Fig.4b), and separation are altered to change
bandwidth, directivity, loss, and coupling [17]. It is also difficult to fabricate but with



















Figure 4: Examples of directional waveguide couplers (a) Bethe-hole coupler with
fourth isolated port sealed [46] and the illustrations of wave generation [44]; (b)
Schematic of basic Moreno coupler implemented with two slot apertures [17]; (c) (i)
Geometry of a magic T coupler with propagation of waves when (ii) port 1 is the
input port and (iii) port 2 is the input port.
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Magic T waveguide couplers, designed by W.A. Tyrrell [55], operate using a spe-
cific three-dimensional geometry to create high coupling, bandwidth and directivity.
As show in Fig. 4c, there are two possible excitation ports, 1 and 4, with their respec-
tive field lines represented. When the Σ (port 1) is excited there is uneven symmetry
between ports 1 and 4, indicating there will be no coupling between them, instead
the power will be split equally and be in phase between ports 2 and 3. When the ∆
(port 4) is excited port 1 will decouple and the power will split evenly between ports
2 and 3 but this time with a 180◦ phase difference. Magic T’s are 3 dB couplers that
are often used as an alternative to a rat race coupler, an interconnected quarter-wave
transmission line coupler.
2.1.2 Coupled-Line Couplers
There are two basic types of coupled-line couplers pictured in Fig.5. The simplest
type of coupled-line coupler uses two lines that use edge-side coupling to couple to one
another, such as two non-shielded wire next to each other. This simple structure has a
low coupling coefficient and bandwidth so Lange couplers and multi-section couplers
were developed to optimize its functionality. These geometries are most commonly
fabricated using microstrip and coplanar waveguide. Coplanar waveguide is more time
consuming to fabricate but can yield to higher isolation than microstrip [57] [16].
The Lange coupler was designed by J. Lange in 1969 [30] and is one of the most
commonly used planar coupled-line couplers because of it high coupling coefficient.
The coupling coefficient is larger than that of a generic two-line coupled-line coupler
because of several very narrow lines (interdigitated striplines) connected in parallel
with bond wires as shown in Fig. 5a, obtaining coupling levels of 3 dB. The number
of lines and their affects on coupling and directivity have been analyzed [50]. The
bond-wire location, pictured in Fig. 5a is essential in order for the coupler to work
as it affects phase and helps compensate for unequal odd and even mode velocities.
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The total length of this coupler is about λ/4 with the total width corresponding to
50 Ω at the center frequency. The width between parallel lines, the number of parallel
lines and their odd-mode capacitance all affect the coupling coefficient and directivity
(which is low) [11]. This coupler topology is scalable and has been demonstrated to be
Q-band, where the frequency scaling is limited by fabrication tolerance [35]. Several
attempts have been made to increase bandwidth and directivity [43], [27], and [5],
with highest bandwidth obtained by the order of a decade, coupling for 3 dB and loss
of 0.25 dB, commercially available from [54], [1] also reports isolation of -24 dB and
bandwidth of a little less than a decade.
Both the tapered-line coupler and multi-section coupler are examples of slight geo-
metric alterations to a typical two-line coupled-line coupler. A tapered line coupler,
Fig. 5b, is a two line coupled-line coupler where, as the lines separate, the coupling
varies. This gradual separation of the lines minimizes the reflections along the line
and allows the structure to be high pass and functional at high frequencies [34].The
tapered line coupler is often used as a filter because of its minimized reflections [33].
The multi section coupler is used to increase the bandwidth of the common two-
line coupled-line coupler by cascading quarter wavelength coupled-line sections with
increasing separations, as seen in Fig. 5b. Although the bandwidth increases, the
coupling is usually weak and is correlated to the lengths of each section. The tapered
lines and multi-section coupled-line couplers are easy to fabricate, however they have
low coupling because of fabrication tolerances (require very close proximity similar
to two-line coupled-line coupler) and are often too long. All coupled-line couplers
are highly affected by fabrication tolerances and phase velocity mismatches which





Figure 5: Examples of coupled-line couplers (a) Basic topology of a Lange coupler with
bond-wire placement shown [44]. (b) Schematic of a tapered coupled-line coupler [44]
and multi-section coupled-line coupler [36].
2.1.3 Interconnected quarter-wave transmission line couplers
The interconnected quarter-wave transmission line couplers consist of connected trans-
mission line sections and use multiple reflections to achieve coupling and isolation.
These designs, shown in Fig. 6, are easily analyzed using odd and even mode analy-





Figure 6: Examples of edge-side couplers (a) Branch line coupler schematic illustrating
the impedance and phase shift correlated to each transmission line segment [51]. (b)
Multiple rat-race topologies, [37] for the two on the left, and [21] for the one of the
right.
Branch-line couplers are symmetric planar couplers (as shown in Fig. 6a) with a
topology that can be easily designed to result in different power division by adjusting
the length of the transmission line between each port. For a 3 dB coupler, each
individual section is a quarter of a guided wavelength long, which results in a 90◦
degree phase shift between input and output ports. This coupler is a popular planar
coupler because of its high directivity and coupling, and is often used as a power
combiner and divider, as well as in analog phase shifters and balances mixers. The
difficulty with this coupler is decreasing its size and increasing its bandwidth because
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each arm’s impedance is designed for a specific center frequency because of the quarter
wavelength requirement. Miniaturization, was first tried by fabricating the branch
line with microstrip [22] but miniaturized even further with specific geometries or
materials [51]. It has also been developed using CPW (coplanar waveguide) and
CPS (coplanar strips) [22]. Increasing the bandwidth of the coupler can be done by
cascading multiple branch-lines, however this increases loss. There have been couplers
designed specifically for broadband applications without degrading the performance of
the coupler [53] where a multi-layer design was implemented, achieving a 20 - 30 GHz
frequency band.
Visually understanding how a branch-line coupler works is not intuitive, the fol-
lowing is a simple explanation of how power coupling and isolation is achieved. Given
a branch-line coupler, such as the one shown in Fig. 7a, where ports 3 and 4 have a
Z0 load and port 2 is shorted to show that; (1) port 1 is matched, (2) power divides
equally between ports 3 and 4, (3) the voltage at port 4 lags port 3 by 90◦, (4) the
voltage at port 3 lags input voltage by 90◦, and (5) and there is not voltage at port
2.
First, (1) if port 2 is shorted, ports 1 and 4 see an open reducing the circuit to







Second, (2) ports 3 and 4 present the same impedance, as seen in Fig. 7b, therefore
the power is split evenly between the two ports. (3) The voltage at port 4 lags port
3 by 90◦ because of the quarter wavelength separation. There is no reflection from
the line at port 4 because it is terminated in a load Z0. (4) This simplifies the total
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Figure 7: Circuit reduction of a branch-line coupler when port 2 is shorted (a) the
original branch-line coupler with transmission line lengths and impedances; (b) sim-













indicating the voltage at port 3 lags voltage at port 1 by 90◦, only when the impedance
where Z0 is real. (5) The last property to show is there is no current at port 2, so
that with can be shorted without impacting the circuit. Looking at Fig.7a, V4 lags V3
by 90◦ which lags V1 by another 90
◦, therefore V4 lags V1 by 180
◦ with a magnitude of
√
2V1 (half of the power). The magnitude of the current at port 2 will be equal but
opposite in phase because the Z0/
√
2 impedance, where ports 2 and 4, compensates
for the
√
2 voltage magnitude difference. From this investigation port 2 is determined
to be isolated and ports 3 and 4 are coupled with a coefficient of 3 dB.
Rat race (ring hybrid) couplers are lossless, matched and reciprocal couplers that
have a 180◦ degree phase shift. They are popular planar couplers as they can be easily
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fabricated using microstrip or stripline. By using different lengths of transmission line
the coupling coefficient can easily be controlled with very little loss. The lines are
designed to be a matched to each port, usually with a total length of one and a half
wavelengths. This results in high coupling, and good directivity. The bandwidth
is usually between 20 - 25% but can be increased by adjusting the lengths of each
section [22].
2.1.4 Broadside Couplers
Broad-side coupling is not a commonly used coupling mechanism, but there have been
designs that take advantage of the capacitive like structure. It can be made with both
coplanar waveguide and microstrip and often utilizes a four layer substrate, as shown
in Fig. 8 with an upper and lower ground [48]. Broadside couplers are often fabricated
to be used in tandem with another RF structures, such as high bandwidth filters [32].
Figure 8: An illustration of a basic coplanar waveguide broad-side coupler [48]. A
single coplanar waveguide with some width S and separation from ground W is sepa-
rated by some h1 above another coplanar waveguide. This system shows a symmetric
system with ground above and below the coupler.
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With variations in structure (e.g. asymmetric coplanar waveguides, or top and
bottom ground removed), broad-side couplers can achieve a high coupling coefficient
(3 dB) but suffer from a very narrow bandwidth [6]. The highest isolation, coupling,
and bandwidth shown has been below 20 dB, 3 dB, and 0.3 decades respectively [52].
A higher bandwidth can be achieved by using a multisection (coupled-line coupler)
coupler with a broad-side junction [26]. This hybrid between edge-side and broad-side
coupling is the basis for the coupler described in this thesis.
2.2 Couplers in Literature
As the previous chapter described, the coupler discussed in this thesis was designed
with the intent of being implemented in a compact, planar, high frequency (between
UHF and EHF) environment. The coupler is required to have a high coupling coef-
ficient and high directivity. Table 2 shows a brief review of a few papers that have
adjusted coupler topologies to; miniaturize, increase operating frequency, or optimize
s-parameter characteristics. A short description of each coupler and their characteris-
tics oulined in that paper is given. None of the couplers satisfy all of the requirements
but give a few examples of what coupler designs have incorporated some of the above
characteristics.
Frequency can be shifted by adjusting the lengths of the coupled transmission
lines and changing the materials used. However, the basic couplers have a maximum
frequency depending on fabrication tolerances, going to higher frequencies requires
designing hybrids and miniaturizing the couplers in different way. Although not listed
in the Table 2, previous ways to miniaturize couplers included adding lumped com-
ponents to achieve the same impedance of a transmission line without incorporating
the whole length, meandering lines, and fractal-line sections [15]. These are viable
options but rely heavily on fabrication tolerances (fractal lines and meandering lines)
and suffer from implementation issues (lumped elements).
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Table 2: A Brief Review of Miniaturized, Multilayer or High Frequency Couplers in
Literature
Reference Description Characteristics
[7] - multilayer using λ/4 lengths
- A combination of Lange and ring
hybrid
- Lange coupler uses broad-side cou-
pling to miniaturize and remove
bond wires
- 25 - 35 GHz frequency range
- high bandwidth but low isolation
and directivity
- 20 dB S11, 15 dB S41, 5 dB S21 and
S31
[19] - miniaturized rat race
- uses compact resonant micro strip
cell which uses slow wave effects
- 1 - 10 GHz
- high isolation between ports
- 23 dB S11, 25 dB S41, 5 dB S21 and
S31
[24] - miniaturized branch-line and rat
race couplers
- designed to created two frequencies
of operation
- 21 % of conventional circuit area
- multiband operation (2.5 and
5 GHz)
- 25 dB S11 and S41, 5 dB S21, 2 dB
S31 at 2.5 GHz (branch-line)
- 20 dB S11 and S41, 1 dB S21 , 9 dB
S31 at 5 GHz (branch-line)
- 22 dB S11 and S41, 1 dB S21 , 6 dB
S31 at 2.5 GHz (rate-race)
- 30 dB S11 and S41, 2 dB S21 , 5 dB
S31 at 5 GHz (rat-race)
[40] - multilayer coupler based on lange
coupler
- uses broadband coupling
- symmetric meander configuration
with 15µm separation
- 10 - 17.5 GHz
- 15 dB S11, 20 dB S41, 5 dB S21 and
S31
[37] - uses basic hybrid rat race coupler
- the input and output ports are on
different layers
- 24 GHz coupler
- 15 dB S11, 3 dB S31
- 30% reduction of rat race area of
same frequency
-Tolerances for fabrication misalign-
ments high
[42] - micromachined coupler that can be
easily integrated with RF systems
- elevated structure using different
air/dielectric combinations
-impedance is limited by width and
separation of the coupled lines
- broadband (15 - 45 GHz)
-11 dB S11, 3 dB S21, 15 dB S31, and
20 dB S41
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As multi layer fabrication is heavily involved in circuitry, many of the references
below have tried taking advantage by using broad-side coupling as in [7]. Although
broad-side couplers are not classical couplers, using it in tandem with edge-side cou-
pling can be useful. Broadside coupling alone is more often used for probes because of
its similarity to a capacitor. For example, [23] analyzed the theory behind multilayer
planar couplers comparing edge and broad-side coupling as well as the physical param-
eters to theoretically design 1 dB, 6 dB, and 10 dB couplers while [28] has theorized
optimal dielectric thickness and ratios. Different materials have been experimented
with to try miniaturize and optimize the designs even further [4] [47]. There has
been some designs using multiple lines in multiple layers, such as [18]. This design
used three lines to create a coupler at 2.5 GHZ. However, because of its asymmetric
topology it requires compensating capacitances.
The coupler discussed in this thesis will look at scaling in frequency, no additional
components (compensating impedances), and achieve good high coupling and direc-
tivity using a symmetric, multi-layer design. The coupler is designed so that only the
length of the coupler is changed to alter the operation frequency. The impedance of
the coupled-line section of the coupler is designed to match a 50 Ω sma cable without
compensating capacitors. High coupling and directivity are directly correlated to the




In the previous chapter, an overview of various types of couplers is presented. This
chapter will focus on the theory behind two-line couplers, including edge and broad-
side coupling. A brief discussion on the effects of combining broad-side and edge
coupling in a multilayer system is also presented.
3.1 Edge Coupling
Coupling occurs between two transmission lines when their electromagnetic fields
are not independent due to proximity. There are two distinct coupling mechanisms:
electric and magnetic. This can be understood by considering the simple example of
two electrically short sections of line, as illustrated in Figure 9. When line 1 is open-
circuited and connected to a voltage source vs(t), a voltage will appear across the load
on line 2 which is also open-circuited. This is due to electric field coupling and can be
represented by a capacitance between the two lines. On the other hand, when line 1
is terminated with some load allowing current to flow, and line 2 is terminated so that
it can also support current flow, coupling occurs through electromagnetic induction
given by Faraday’s law. This can be represented by a mutual inductance between
the two lines. Of course, the situation is more complicated when the lines are long
enough to support voltage and current waves, as will be shown later in this chapter.
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Figure 9: A simple illustration of a two line system and its (a) electric and (b)
magnetic field coupling circuit setup.
For uniform transmission lines, such as a coaxial cable and a two-wire line, the field
is TEM, i.e. the electric and magnetic fields are limited to the plane transverse to the
direction of propagation. Only the TEM mode will propagate over a broad frequency
range, essentially from DC to a frequency that depends on the geometry (physical size
and dielectrics) of the line when other modes can exist. If the dielectric of a guiding
structure is not uniform, such as in microstrip lines, a small component of the field
exists in the propagation direction, resulting in a quasi-TEM mode. This mode can
be mathematically described using the same formulas as for a TEM case, but with an
effective dielectric constant and effective propagation constant which depend on the
line geometry and frequency. In the case of two coupled microstrip lines, the electric
and magnetic fields can have two distinct distributions at any transverse cross-section,
illustrated in Fig. 10. As waves propagate along the lines, the polarity of the voltages
will be either equal or opposite, resulting in even and odd modes, respectively [11].
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Figure 10: Sketch of magnetic and electric field lines of two coupled lines for (a)
even and (b) odd mode fields. The density of fields resulting from the different
permittivities (ε0 and εr) are visualized with the different number of lines. The
bottom electrode is assumed to be at zero potential.
Figure 11 depicts the top view (layout) of two microstrip lines that come close
to each other along a section that has a certain length L. The ports of this 4-port









Figure 11: The layout of a four port microstrip coupler with a basic edge-side coupler
orientation P1 is the input port, P2 is the through port, P3 is the coupled port and
P4 is the isolated ports. The characteristic S-parameters outlined in Table ?? are
calculated based on the propagating voltages.
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When port 1 is excited with an incident wave, V +1 , as soon as the wave reaches
the coupled line section it will couple capacitively to port 3 resulting in waves V −3
and V +3 . The coupled wave will propagate along the coupled line section until it
reaches the end of it with some phase delay. The above assumes none of the wave was
reflected back toward port 1 which is not necessarily true because the second line in
close proximity to the first line alters the impedance at port 1. This can be eliminated
by adjusting the geometry of both the port and coupled line section to obtain match
at port. By adjusting length, width, and separation the voltage coupled to port 3
and propagated through to ports 2 and 4 can be controlled and used to define the
characteristic S-parameters of the system, as shown in the Table 3 below.
Table 3: S-parameter definitions and their corresponding ideal values
S-Parameter Physical Meaning Ideal Value
−20 log |S11| return loss - quality of match at port 1 ∞dB
−20 log |S21| through - amount of voltage transfered to port
2
0 dB
−20 log |S31| coupling factor - fraction of power coupled to
port 3
C dB
−20 log |S41| isolation - measure of the amount of power that
is at port 4
∞dB
It can be shown that a matched, reciprocal, lossless 4-port has to have a port
isolated, and that because of symmetry, the ports are 90-degrees out of phase. The
facts that port 1 is matched, port 4 isolated and ports 3 and 4 are in quadrature,
will not change with the length of the coupled line section length. The only thing
that changes is the coupling coefficient. (Note that this is quite different than in
the case of the branch-line coupler, which depends on phase-dependent additions and
cancellations at the ports, resulting in frequency dependence.) However, any changes
in the separation, thickness of dielectric or copper, the dielectric constant, width of
coupled lines, etc will affect the S-parameters, some such relations can be found in [2]
and [12].
The following sections will look at the capacitive and inductive coupling separately
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for a short and long coupled-line section. By understanding these components one
can both evaluate and manipulate the geometry of the coupler to obtain optimal
S-parameters.
3.1.1 Electrically-Short Coupled-line Section
Consider an edge-side coupler with a wavelength much longer than the coupled-line
length and an incident time harmonic wave with RMS value V1 at port 1, shown
in Fig. 12. We can assume that V1 and I1 do not change along the line. For the
moment, we also assume that the coupled current and voltage on line 2 do not affect
the current and voltage on the source line 1. Fig. 12 illustrates the capacitive coupling
components when both lines are resistively terminated in Z0 at both ends.
Port 1 Port 2
Port 3 Port 4
Port 1 Port 2
















Figure 12: Four port-coupler of some length L terminated with Z0 at all ports. The
top four-port illustrates capacitive coupling while the bottom diagram describes in-
ductive coupling.
The mutual capacitance can be found by investigating the current induced on the
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second line. Given a voltage incident on port 1, there will be a resulting voltage
on line 2 and a current that flows toward the terminating loads at ports 3 and 4.
The current Ic leads the voltage by 90
◦, where current at port 3 is flowing in the +z
direction and at port 4 the current is flowing in the −z direction. The symmetry of
the system gives a reference point for the current so that a general transmission line
equation can be integrated over the distance of the coupled line to form:
dI2
dz








−jωC ′mV1 , (9)
(10)
Ic2 = −jωC ′mV1z , (11)
The coupled line section can be viewed as a parallel connection of small capacitors
(which add up to Cm), which means that the current is a function of a distance along
the line, where z from Eq. (11) can be replaced by L/2 for the example shown in
Fig. 12. The mutual capacitance has to be negative because of the current’s phase.
The mutual inductance can be found in a similar manner where the source at
port 1 is a current source that induces a current, on line 2, that opposes the flux by
Faraday’s law. There is now a voltage on port 3 and an opposite and equal voltage
on port 4. The symmetry provides a reference point which can be used to integrate
the transmission line equation to obtain (the same process was used above for the
capactive coupling):
Vc2 = −jωLmI1z (12)
Similar to the capacitive case, the voltage is a function of distance along the
coupled line. The mutual inductance is positive because the induced voltage lags I1.
Combining the capacitive and inductive components from Eq. (11) and (12) shows
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that the voltages add in phase at port 3 (coupled port) and out of in phase at port 4





The short coupler gives a basis for characterizing a transmission line coupler. It
shows how capacitive and inductive coupling create currents and voltages that add and
cancel at ports 3 and 4, respectively. However, couplers will more likely be comparable
or longer than the operating wavelength. This changes the investigation because now
the self inductance and capacitance will have to be considered in characterizing the
voltage and current coupling.
3.1.2 Electrically-long Coupled-line Section
When the coupled-line length is larger than the wavelength the self impedances of
the line are no longer negligible. This means that the transmission-line equations can


















where the primes indicate the derivate of the current or voltage, the capacitances are
all distributed per unit length (F/m), and the inductances are also per unit length
(H/m). Now the solutions to these equations can be found in terms of the odd and




 e(∓βez) , (16)
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This suggests that the coupler can be separated into two problems corresponding
to the even and odd modes as long as symmetry is preserved. The simplest coupler is a
quarter-wave coupler. When even and odd mode propagation constants are equalized,
the S-parameters for an ideal coupler can be characterized in terms of the reflection
and transmission coefficients.
3.1.3 Even and Odd Mode Impedances
Using the even and odd mode fields shown in Fig. 10 one can draw an equivalent
capacitances of the even and odd modes as shown in Fig. 13. The even and odd mode
capacitance can be written as Ce = Cp + Cf + C
′
f and Co = Cp + Cf + Cga + Cgd
where Cf , C
′
f , Cga and Cgd are the various fringing capacitances of the systems.

















Figure 13: The even and odd mode capacitances decomposed into their individual
components, where Cf , C
′
f , Cga and Cgd are the fringing capacitances. Many refer-
ences use this model, e.g. [11].
All of these capacitances can be expressed in terms of each other and the ratio
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between the width of the microstrips (w), the height of the dielectric (h), and the per-
mittivity of the system. The following equations which are available in multiple works
including, [12] and [11] show how by using the total odd and even mode capacitance









− Cp , (19)
C ′f =
Cf
1 + A(h/s) tanh(8s/h)
, (20)






















































(εr) + 1− ε−2r
]
(23)
The linear combinations of these equations for the total even and odd mode capac-





















. These calculations were
done assuming the lines are of finite thickness. Extra steps must be taken if copper
line thickness is taken into account. These calculated results are comparable to the
Bryant and Weiss [56] method.
3.2 Broad-side Coupling
As multilayer fabrication techniques have evolved, using broad side coupling has be-
come more feasible. The analysis for edge-side and broad-side coupling are similar,
so a summary of the results are presented in this section. Typically, broad-side cou-
pling is considered when both lines are strip-lines or coplanar waveguide. A two line
system with a broad-side cross-section is shown in Fig.14. The even and odd modes
are created by two orthogonal TEM modes propagating along the lines, when the
voltages and currents are equal in amplitude and either in or out of phase [9]. All




Figure 14: Cross-section of two-line, stripline, broad-side coupling system. The eval-
uation techniques are similar to those used for edge-side coupling.
There are many methods for calculating the even and odd mode impedances, one
of the ways uses the Schwarz Christoffel conformal mapping [8]. Analogous to the even
and odd mode impedances given previously for edge-side coupling, the impedances



















is given in (22).
The above equations show the impedances for a two line system with pure TEM-
modes, however most systems will have both a quasi-TEM and TEM wave propagat-
ing along the two lines. This analysis is much more complex, however as discussed
above all of the voltages and currents can be expressed as linear combinations of the
even and odd modes and for this reason we assume that the above is a reasonable
approximation for a microstrip line multilayer system.
3.3 Combined Broadside and Edge Coupling
Notice from the above two sections that both edge-side and broad-side coupling are
affected by width, separation, and dielectric thickness and permittivity. However,
both designs are limited by fabrication tolerances and separately cannot achieve the
optimal S-parameters for the application discussed in this thesis. The question be-
comes what happens when both broad-side and edge-side coupling are combined into
the same structure. From the previous investigation, one can determine that for edge
coupling the odd-mode velocity is larger than the even-mode velocity. This is because
the odd-mode electric field is primarily contained in the air while the even-mode elec-
tric field is more constrained to the dielectric region, as shown in Fig. 10. Conversely,
the even-mode velocity is larger than the odd-mode velocity for broad-side coupling
because most of the electric field is constrained in the region between the transmission
lines [10].
There are many possible geometries for devices that use both types of coupling,
most notably, [23] and [18]discussed in the previous chapter. However, neither of
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these are symmetric, so this section will look at the effects of a symmetric, multilayer
topology where the interconnects between coupling lines matters.
Fig. 15 shows the S-parameters of four lines where the two lines in the second layer
are open circuited (not connected to each other or the top layer). The low coupling,
low directivity and high return loss do not meet the specification required. In the
simulation tool, separation between the two lines, the width of the lines, and the
length were all adjusted to try and optimize the coupler to the required S-parameter
values. The separation, and width of the lines was not the same on both layers and
both dimensions ranged from 0.2 to 5 mm, while the length ranged from 5 to 50 mm
for a 1 GHz coupler. No combinations of these parameters matched the even and odd
mode impedances. Similarly, if the lines are connected to the ones directly above and
below each other the impedances are not compensated for with similar characteristics











































Figure 15: (a) The AWR layout for a four-line multilayer coupler where the lines on
separate layers are not connected. (b) S-parameters corresponding to this topology.
S11, S31, and S41 are on the left axis while S21 is on the right axis. This geometry
results in very poor matching at port 1, low coupling, and low directivity.
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With a single section of coupled line a high level of coupling cannot be achieved
without bringing the two coupled lines very close together. By using several coupling
lines that have a lower coupling coefficient and connecting them, such as the multi-
section or Lange coupler, higher coupling can be achieved. However, once these
extra lines are added, very similar to the Lange coupler, the location of connections
between the lines, or analogously the interdigitating striplines, is necessary for a
functioning design. The best connection for a four-line coupler is between diagonally
opposite lines. Unlike the other connections, such as the one shown in Fig. 15 this
orientation can help coupling and directivity while minimizing loss. The following
section will focus on illustrating the capabilities of symmetric, multilayer, layouts




The coupler presented in this chapter is based on previous work on a four-line coupler
described in [39], but it is implemented at a 10 times higher frequency. The coupler
geometry is shown in Fig. 16, where the top-layer and bottom-layer microstrip lines
are connected diagonally. The coupler uses multiple layers to increase the coupling,
unlike other hybrid couplers, such as the Lange and multi-section couplers. The high
bandwidth and low loss consistent with coupled-line couplers is preserved with the
benefit of reduced surface area. This coupler design also increases the coupling coef-
ficient and directivity compared to a general coupled-line coupler. This chapter will






Figure 16: A transverse cross-section of a three-layer topology. The dashed lines
indicate which of the coupled lines are connected with vias. The dielectric heights
between the ground the coupled lines are not the same. The widths w1 and w2 as
well as the separations s1 and s2 are variables used for optimization.
4.1 Procedure Background
This section briefly describes the design, simulation tools, fabrication specifications,
and calibration method used to obtain the measured results.
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4.1.1 Design Overview
The coupler described in this thesis proposes to combine edge-side and broad-side
coupling with four transmission lines. Fig. 16 shows the four transmission lines, where
top layer and bottom layer coupled lines have widths w1 and w2 (same on individual
layers to keep symmetry) respectively and separation between the coupled lines of s1
and s2 respectively. The heights h1 and h2 of the dielectric are not equal because the
ratio between the two affects the coupler’s characteristics while the permittivity of
the dielectric is the same for both layers to minimize the variations in even and odd-
mode field density. With the lines connected diagonally, the geometry is expected to
balance even-mode and odd-mode characteristics. Ideally the vias used to connect the
layers would not introduce any parasitic reactances and would be distributed along
the length of the entire structure. However, to keep symmetry and satisfy fabrication
limitations, there are only four vias on either end of the coupled lines.
The specific implementation of the transmission lines connected to four ports affect
the coupler components. Remember from the theory chapter, to get optimal S11 the
coupler has to be matched to port 1. This means that the impedance of ports are
designed to match the input impedances of the coupled-line section. Ideally the port
could be designed around the coupled-line section, however because of measurement
restrictions (size of SMA connectors and impedance of the coaxial cables), the coupler
had to optimize both ports and coupled-line sections.
4.1.2 Simulation Tools
Three simulation tools were used to design and analyze the coupler: NI/AWR Mi-
crowave Office, NI/AWR AXIEM [25], and CST [49]. AWR is a straightforward,
two-dimensional simulation tool that uses method of moments (MOM) to evaluate
the model. This tool provided a time-efficient method to evaluate the trends of vary-
ing dimensions from Fig. 16. AXIEM is an addition of AWR which also uses MOM
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but models in 2.5 dimensions. Although there is no optimization, it was a helpful
middle step from converting the 2-D model into a 3-D realization. CST is a three
dimensional tool that uses a Integral Equation solver (IES), which is also a MOM sim-
ulator. This final tool was used to fine-tune the model designed in AWR, it optimized
the S-parameters and took fabrication tolerances into consideration.
4.1.3 Fabrication Specifications
The company used to fabricate the couplers, OSH Park [41], has a few fabrication
tolerances. The layout used was a four-layer board with a dielectric permittivity of
3.66 and dimensions outline in Table 4. The two top copper layers (T1 and T2) are
used for the coupling line while the third layer (T2) is used as a ground and the four
copper layer (T1) was removed completely for the first generation coupler.
Table 4: Substrate characteristics valid for 1 GHz as well as fabrication limitations
for OSH Park
Symbol Property Value
εr dielectric permittivity 3.66
σ copper conductivity 5.7e9 S/m
h1 dielectric thickness from Fig. 16 0.17 mm
h2 dielectric thickness from Fig. 16 1.17 mm
tanσ loss tangent of dielectric 0.002
t1 outer layer conductor thickness 0.035 mm
t2 two middle layer conductor thickness 0.017 mm
Z0 characteristic impedance 50 Ω
w minimal trace and spacing 0.127 mm
v minimal via 0.254/,mm
Initially the coupler was designed with no fabrication specifications and tuned
between 1 and 5 GHz. Theoretically this is not the limit of the designs scalability,
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however the frequency for the fabricated couplers is bound to this range because of
measurement and limitations provided by OSH Park . However, simple adjustments
in dielectric permittivity and thickness can scale the center frequency to beyond
the range. Before fabrication limitations were implemented onto the design a few
observations made with an AWR simulation should be noted:
• When the thickness of the copper is the same on all layers, from quick AWR
simulations, a good dielectric thicknesses is given to be: h1 / h2 = 1/4 from
Fig. 16. This was also shown in [39].
• The top and bottom lines should not overlap completely and can have different
widths, separations, or both. This is done to achieve a balance between the
even-mode and odd-mode phases and impedances present in broad-side and
edge-side coupling.
• Similar to planar two-line couplers as discussed in the previous chapter, the
separation does not have an lower limit but does have an upper limit. However,
the multilayer couplers are less sensitive to the separation compared to the
sensitivity of the two-line coupler.
A 1:4 ratio for the dielectric thicknesses, as stated to be optimal by the first observa-
tion, cannot be implemented with the fabrication process available. The 1:4 ratio is
appropriate because, although the dielectric has approximately a 1 : 7 ratio the copper
thicknesses, listed in Table 4, have a 1 : 2 ratio so the copper lines are closer but the
embedded coupler lines are thinner. This uneven copper thickness helps adjust for
the larger dielectric ratio. The second and third observations are limited only by the
fabrication tolerances which were 0.127 mm spacings and 0.254 mm diameter vias.
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4.1.4 Calibration
Measurements were taken with a N 5224A Vector Network Analyzer using a SOLT
coaxial cable. This calibration was done at the end of the coaxial cables and was
not done on the substrate, which explains mismatches at higher frequency. Other
methods of calibration are discussed in future work.
4.2 Coupler Design
The first design used AWR and CST to analyze its characteristics. This design tried
to keep a similar layout as previous work and used only three of the four available
layers in the fabrication process.
4.2.1 Simulation
The three-layer, four line coupler was first simulated with the 2D simulation tool,
AWR. The model only took the coupled lines into account, Fig. 17, disregarding vias
and extra transmission lines, such as ports, and their corresponding impedances. The











































Figure 17: The simplest simulation in AWR for a three-layer, four-port coupler where
the four lines are connected in diagonal. No additional transmission line or vias was
included in the model.
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This AWR design was optimized by tuning the width of the coupled lines in each
layer, the separation between the edge-side coupled lines on each layer, and the length.
The lower limit for width and separation was 0.2 mm with no upper limit, with no
limit for the length. Parameters in Table 6 are such that the width or separation
are not increased because the S-parameters deviate too much from the optimal S-
parameters. Below is a table that illustrates how changing these parameters affects
each s-parameter, the bandwidth (BW), and the center frequency (fc) of the system.
s1 and s2 are the separation, w1 and w2 are the width for the top and bottom lines
respectively, illustrated in Fig. 16, and L is the length of the coupled-line section.
The S11, S21, S31, and S41 in Table 5 are abbreviations for the definitions outline in
Table 3 in the theory chapter.
Table 5: Affects of dimensions adjustments on S-parameters. Dimensions are in mm
and S-parameters are in dB and x’s indicate the parameter has not changed from the
initial value.
S1 S2 W1 W2 L S11 S21 S31 S41 BW Fc
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 45 -21.5 -5.141 -1.886 -18.34 ∼ 1 GHz 0.95GHz
0.25 0.25 x x x -22.82 -5.496 -1.694 -19.17 ∼ 1.1 GHz 0.95GHz
1.5 1.5 x x x -18.16 -4.491 -2.381 -16.1 ∼ 1 GHz 0.95GHz
x x 0.25 0.25 x -28.21 -4.289 -2.256 -29.82 ∼ 0.9 GHz 0.95GHz
x x 1.5 1.5 x -11.11 -5.369 -3.122 -9.085 ∼ 1.1 GHz 0.95GHz
0.25 1.5 x x x -30.17 -2.44 -4.003 -28.6 ∼ 0.5GHz 0.95GHz
1.5 0.25 x x x -31.87 -2.656 -3.699 -32.22 ∼ 1 GHz 0.95GHz
x x 0.25 1.5 x -13.81 -3.14 -3.879 -14.6 ∼ 0.5 GHz 0.95GHz
x x 1.5 0.25 x -15.37 -3.37 -3.443 -15.3 ∼ 0.5 GHz 0.95GHz
x x x x 30 -21.1 -5.164 -1.864 -18.14 ∼ 1 GHz 1.4GHz
x x x x 65 -21.25 -5.167 -1.88 -18.2 ∼ 0.75 GHz 0.65GHz
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Changing the separations and widths of the lines also changes the impedances of
the coupler. A well matched system will increase coupling, isolation, while maintain-
ing high return loss. The length only affects the center frequency and the bandwidth,
the separation primarily changes coupling and bandwidth, while the width influences
all of the S-parameters. The table also indicates S-parameters could benefit from a
design that uses unequal separation and widths on the two layers.
Fig. 18 shows the optimized S-parameters from this initial simplistic simulation.
S11 and S41 are below -30 dB while S21 and S31 are at -3dB with a center frequency
of 1 GHz.
Figure 18: S-parameters for simplest AWR model shown in Fig. 17 with |S11| and
|S41| are on the left hand axis while |S21| and |S31| are on the right hand axis. The
3 dB coupler has isolation and return loss below 30 dB, specific values are shown by
the markers.
A more realistic AWR model of the coupler is shown in Fig. 19 where vias and
extensions of transmission lines (ports and matching sections) are modeled with ca-
pacitors and inductors. The vias and extra transmission lines were optimized first.
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The values for the vias have an inductance of 620 nH and capacitance of 0.032 pF, the
extra transmission lines have an inductance of 0.06 nH and capacitance of 0.032 pF.
This indicates the optimal length of transmission line is as small as possible while the
optimal size of the via will not be restricted by fabrication tolerances but separation
between the lines.
Figure 19: 2D simulation of coupler, similar to Fig. 17 with additional components
to take the inductive and capacitive characteristics of both the vias and extra trans-
mission lines into account.
Once the 2D model was optimized, physical restrictions for a 3D topology had to
be implemented. The ports had to be separated so that soldered SMA connectors
would not touch, the separation between lines had to be larger than the minimum
trace size, and extra vias to ground were introduced to deter unwanted coupling.
Fig. 20a is a layout of the final design from CST. The figure only shows two of the
four ports, the other two ports are at the end of some length L and a mirror image
of the one pictured. Fig. 20b is a photograph of the 1 GHz and 3 GHz couplers,
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respectively, labeled with length and shown with soldered SMA connectors. The only
dimension that changes between the 1 GHz and 3 GHz couplers is the length, all other







Figure 20: The dimensions labeled are in Table 6 (a) The layout of one end of the
coupler with blue for the top layer, purple for vias to ground, green for vias between
first and second layer, and yellow for second layer. (b) Both fabricated couplers for
1 GHz (left) and 3 GHz (right) pictured with SMA connectors used for measurement.
The only dimension that changes between the two couplers is their length.
Table 6: Fabricated coupler dimensions corresponding to those labeled in Fig. 20. All







L (1 GHz) 35
L (3 GHz) 10
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In the two following sections simulated and measured results for the coupler de-
picted in Fig. 20 for both 1 GHz ad 3 GHz are summarized.
4.2.2 Measurement
The measurement set-up includes a two-port VNA (N 5224A) rated from 10 MHz to
43.5 GHz, the coupler, and two fifty-ohm loads. The symmetry of the system indicates
any of the ports pictured in Fig. 20 can be assigned as port 1 as long as the other
ports follow the order show in Fig. 21. Port 1 is always connected to the VNA, ports












Figure 21: Experimental set-up used to measure the S-parameters of the coupler.
The Network Analyzer (N5224A) is connected using 50 Ω coaxial lines to two of the
four ports on the coupler. The other two ports are connected to 50 Ω loads.
The measured S-parameters of the first design are shown in Fig. 22. The 1-GHz
coupler was measured to have 3 dB coupling and insertion loss, 22 dB isolation and
return loss. Meanwhile, the 3 GHz coupler had 3 dB coupling, 20 dB isolation, and
24 dB return loss. The small dB difference between the isolation and return loss is an




Figure 22: The measured S-parameters for the first design of the 1 GHz and 3 GHz
coupler. All of these measurements were done using the standard calibration described
earlier in this chapter. (a) 1 GHz, 3 dB coupler with -22 dB isolation and return loss.
(b) 3 GHz, 3 dB coupler with -20 dB isolation and -24 dB return loss.
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Unlike the simulations, the fabricated coupler did not have infinite ground, it only
had 0.5 oz. of copper on the third layer. This affected the measured results and more
ground had to be added in the form of copper tape to keep the coupler stable. There
were already through vias to connect the pads so the two grounds did not form a
capacitor.
As seen in Fig. 20, the only parameter that has changed between the 1 GHz and
3 GHz coupler is the length. However, electrically speaking a few things have changed
as we scaled from 1 to 3 GHz:
• The thickness of the dielectric between the three layers has changed slightly
both in electrical length and permittivity. This affects impedance of the 50 Ω
port.
• The widths and separations are now electrically larger and will alter the even
and odd mode impedances slightly.
The question is if the design compensated for these electrical changes. Fig. 22
shows very similar S-parameters for both frequencies and indicates that these elec-
trical changes have not affected the design. The next design will look into balancing
the higher frequencies and improving the isolation.
4.2.3 Discussion
In order to better quantify the design, simulation and measurement are compared and
discussed. Their match in terms of amplitude, shape, and bandwidth are considered.
The coupler’s sensitivity is test given 5% and 10% fabrication tolerances to verify
that the measurement results are within scope.
4.2.3.1 Simulation vs. Measurement
Figures 23 and 24 show the S-parameters for measurement vs. simulation. There are
three simulations present, two AWR and one CST. The first AWR simulation, using
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the setup pictured in Fig. 17, while the second simulation AWR simulation incorpo-
rated addition impedances, as shown in Fig. 19.
(a) |S11| (b) |S21|
(c) |S31| (d) |S41|
Figure 23: Simulation of awr and cst vs. measurement for the S-parameters of the
1 GHz coupler for the first coupler design. The first design in AWR, corresponding to
Fig. 17 is designated with a dark black dotted line, the second design in awr, shown in
Fig. 19 is the dashed dotted magenta line CST with a dashed blue line, and measured
with a solid green line.
The initial AWR simulation has a similar shape as the measurement but differing
magnitude, this is expected because of the lack of impedances in the simulation
model. Once addition impedances in the system were added (ports and vias), the
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secondary AWR simulation has a much better match with both shape and magnitude
compared to measurement. The magnitude of coupling and isolation loss match well
for both simulation and measurement, however CST has both an elongated bandwidth
and slight frequency shift. Although the measurement and simulation do not agree
perfectly, the measurement fits well between simpler and more complex simulation
tools.
(a) |S11| (b) |S21|
(c) |S31| (d) |S41|
Figure 24: Simulation of awr and cst vs. measurement for the S-parameters of the
3 GHz coupler for the first coupler design. The first design in AWR, corresponding to
Fig. 17 is designated with a dark black dotted line, the second design in awr, shown in
Fig. 19 is the dashed dotted magenta line CST with a dashed blue line, and measured
with a solid green line.
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The initial AWR simulation has similar comparison trends as the 1 GHz trends
with same shape and more-ideal amplitudes. The second AWR simulation, which
takes additional impedances into account, has similar amplitude but elongated wave-
length compared to the measured values for S21 and S31. CST no longer has a fre-
quency shift for coupling and insertion loss and matches measurement well in terms
of amplitude and shape for all four S-parameters.
Overall both the 1 GHz and 3 GHz coupler have measured values within 10% of
CST and the second AWR simulations.
4.2.3.2 Fabrication Tolerances
The dimensional tolerances was studied using the full wave model simulation CST.
Several parameters were changed by ±5% and ±10% including; dielectric thickness,
copper thickness, separation widths, via size, and the borders of the coupler (milling
precision). Figures 25 and 26 show the fabrication tolerances of the coupler for 1 GHz
and 3 GHz respectively.
Figures 25 and 26 graph the nominal values of each of the S-parameters against
the simulated S-parameters. Each of the points represents the S-parameters at the
center frequency of the coupler, the bandwidth changes minimally (largest variation
of about 0.01 GHz) with changes in tolerances.
The 1 GHz coupler shows good tolerances to dimensions and permittivity for both
5% and 10% changes to physical parameters. S11 and S41 are slightly more sensitive
to dimension changes, with a dB differing by only by a few dB, while S31 and S21 shift
by less than dB. All four S-parameters are most sensitive when the milling precision
and separation widths are increase or decrease by 5% and 10%.
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(a) |S11| (b) |S21|
(c) |S31| (d) |S41|
Figure 25: Evaluating the sensitivity of the 1 GHz coupler by adjusting different
parameters of the coupler by 5% and 10%. The blue squares indicates parameters
were altered by 5%, the pink circles are the S-parameters after 10% alteration, and
the green triangle is the original data s-parameter value. S21 and S31 are both differ
by less than 1 dB while S11 and S41 differ by only a few %.
The 3 GHz coupler shows similar responses to the 1 GHz coupler for its fabrication
tolerance. The outer limits of the fabrication limits, like for the 1 GHz coupler were
established by the designs sensitivity to milling precision and separation widths.
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(a) |S11| (b) |S21|
(c) |S31| (d) |S41|
Figure 26: Evaluating the stability of the 3 GHz coupler by adjusting different pa-
rameters of the coupler by 5% and 10%. The blue squares indicates parameters were
altered by 5%, the pink circles are the S-parameters after 10% alteration, and the
green triangle is the original data s-parameter value.
The sensitivity of both 1 GHz and 3 GHz couplers holds under fabrication toler-
ances of 5% and 10%. All of the changes to physical parameters were applied equally
to all layers, e.g. when the separation was adjusted by 5% both the top and bottom
layers were decrease and increased by 5%.
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Chapter V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The coupler designed, simulated, fabricated, and measured in this thesis achieved
the S-parameters, summarized in Table 7, showing that they are comparable to the
initial goal presented in Chapter 1. The coupler was able to scale from 1 GHz to 3 GHz
but only adjusting the length of the of coupled line sections with small variations in
isolation and return loss.
Table 7: Measured characteristic S-parameters of the coupler.
S-Parameter Physical Meaning 1GHz 3GHz
−20 log |S11| return loss -22 dB -20 dB
−20 log |S21| through transmission -3 dB -3 dB
−20 log |S31| coupling factor -3 dB -3 dB
−20 log |S41| isolation -22 dB -24 dB
Compared to other coupler, such as the branch-line and Lange couplers the multi-
layer couplers offer better S-parameters, less loss, and smaller total area. With a
similar substrate setup: 1.6mm thick dielectric with a permittivity of 3.66, the length
of a 50 Ω line is 44 mm with a width of 3 mm.
An area for future work includes an improved calibration so that the loss of the
coupler can also be properly characterized, as well as the phase and amplitude balance.
SOLT is not the correct calibration for this measurement, however there are two
methods that could be implemented instead; power calibration and a Thru-Reflect-
Line (TRL) calibration.
Power measurement could be useful to find the reflected power (P1) at port 1,
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transmitting power (P2) at port 2, coupled power (P3) at P3, and power leaking
(P4) at the isolated port, P4. From these power measurements the isolation (P4/P1),
coupling (P3/P1), and return loss (Pin-P1). Fig. 27 is a simple diagram of how this
power measurement would be calibration. With a source attached to a coupler with
known characteristics, a power meter attached to the port of interest (port 1 for
reflected power, port 2 for transmitting power etc.), and loads attached to all other
ports.
Figure 27: Schematic of power measurement calibration. With the device under
testing (DUT) attached to a power source at port 1, power meter attached to port 1
to measure P1, and all other ports terminated in Z0.
The TRL would require fabricating multi-layer TRL standards in the same sub-
strate configuration as the coupler, since a coaxial SOLT calibration does not calibrate
out the errors due to the SMA connector-to-microstrip transition, making precise mea-
surements a challenge. This would also allow phase measurements that are relevant
to coupler performance and were not extensively discussed in the thesis in the context
of the multi-core interconnect.
Another area of future work is scaling the coupler to higher frequencies using
the same fabrication technology and comparing couplers design for 1, 2, and 5 GHz.
When this coupler is designed, there is further work to be done also in terms of
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more detailed tolerance studies. Although the initial tolerance analysis presented in
Chapter 4 gives useful indications in terms of coupler sensitivity to dimensions, a
more extensive study that includes connector placement, port geometry, etc. would
be useful from a practical standpoint.
Finally, the motivating application of the coupler presented in this thesis are
multi-core processor interconnect networks that are directly fabricated on-chip using
standard semiconductor processes. Couplers fabricated in such a technology have
been presented in e.g. [38] and a similar design of the 3-layer 4-line coupler from this
thesis can therefore be implemented in silicon. This thesis describes the method that
would allow the design and optimization process to be carried out in any such process.
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